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Motivation for this tutorial: (Originally SolidGeometry 5.0 required)

Based on my semester thesis written 2013, I tried to implement a function for the design of gear pairs. Basic Input is the distance and angle between the axis and the gear ratio. The function uses the
subfunctions for the geometric design of spur gears, internal gears, bevel gears, crown wheels and gear racks.

List of function introduced in this tutorial

SGgearpair - Generates a gear pair

SGgearSpur - Design of a spur gear

SGgearInternal - Design of an internal gear

SGgearRack - Design of of a gear rack

SGgearBevel - Design of a bevel gear

SGgearCrownwheel - Design of a crown wheel

Introduction of the function SGgearpair

Overview of the paramters

function VLFL_EXP48

help SGgearpair

  SGgearpair(A,i,sigma,h,di,type) - returns a combination of two gears
 (by Yannick Krieger, VLFL-Lib, 2020-SEP-16 as class: PARAMETRIC DESIGN)
 First created on 2020-SEP-10 this fnctn has been added now to the SG-Lib
 
 This fnctn creates single stage gear. The fnctn contains spur gears, 
 internal gears, bevel gears and crownwheels. The smaller gear is 
 defined with 14 teeth to avoid undercuts due to gear motion. (Status 
 of: 2020-09-16)
 
 See also: VLFL_EXP48, SGgearSpur, SGgearInternal, SGgearRack, 
 SGgearBevel, SGgearCrownwheel, SGgearandrackDIN, SGgearmwormDIN, 
 SGgearrackDIN, SGgearpairDIN, SGgearDIN, PLgearDIN, PLgearrackDIN
 
 [SGgp,SGg1,SGg2]=SGgearpair([A,i,sigma,h,di,type])
 === INPUT PARAMETERS ===
 A: Shaft center distance as sum of the two radii, default is 20 [mm]; Give positive value for spur gear pair and negative value for gear pair with one internal gear
 i: Gear ratio, default is 2.5 []; Has to be divisible by 0.5! Negative value defines a combination of spur gear and gear rack
 sigma: Angle between the axis, default is 0 [Â°]; A value of -90 defines a crownwheel
 h: Heigth of the gears, default is 3 [mm]
 di: Diameter of an inner bore hole, default is 0 [mm]
 type: Flag for the design of helical ('h') or herring bone ('v') teeth, default is '' ['string]
 === OUTPUT RESULTS ======
 SGgp: Pair of gears for the gear stage [SGT]
 SGg1: First gear of the pair as single SGT [SGT]
 SGg2: Second gear of the pair as single SGT [SGT]
 
 EXAMPLE: 
 SGgearpair(20,2.5,0,3,0,'')   %spur gears stage
 SGgearpair(-20,2.5,0,3,0,'')  %internal gear stage
 SGgearpair(20,2.5,90,5,2,'v') %bevel gear stage
 SGgearpair(20,2.5,-90)        %gear stage with crown wheel
 SGgearpair(20,-1.5,0,3,0,'h') %gear rack with spur gear
 
 See also: VLFL_EXP48, SGgearSpur, SGgearInternal, SGgearRack, 
 SGgearBevel, SGgearCrownwheel, SGgearandrackDIN, SGgearmwormDIN, 
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 SGgearrackDIN, SGgearpairDIN, SGgearDIN, PLgearDIN, PLgearrackDIN

Design of a gear pair consisting of two spur gears

Example1: Shaft center distance between the two axis is A=20mm, gear ratio is i=2.5, angle between the axis is sigma=0°, height of the gears is h=3mm, no bore hole is generated (di=0mm) and straight
gears are generated (type='')

[SGgp,SGg1,SGg2] = SGgearpair(20,2.5,0,3,0,''); figure; SGTplotalpha(SGgp); figure; SGTplotalpha(SGg1); view(30,35); figure; SGTplotalpha(SGg2);view(30,35);

SGremsurfedgepoints:Warning: Duplicate data points have been detected and removed.
 The Triangulation indices and constraints are defined with respect to the
 unique set of points in delaWarning: Duplicate data points have been detected and removed.
 The Triangulation indices and constraints are defined with respect to the
 unique set of points in delaunayTriangulation. 
SGremsurfedgepoints:Warning: Duplicate data points have been detected and removed.
 The Triangulation indices and constraints are defined with respect to the
 unique set of points in delaWarning: Duplicate data points have been detected and removed.
 The Triangulation indices and constraints are defined with respect to the
 unique set of points in delaunayTriangulation. 
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Design of a gear pair consisting of one internal gear and one spur gear

Negative shaft center distance between the two axis defines internal gear! Example 2: Shaft center distance between the two axis is A=-20mm, gear ratio is i=2.5, angle between the axis is sigma=0°,
height of the gears is h=3mm, no bore hole is generated (di=0mm) and straight gears are generated (type='')

cla; [SGgp,SGg1,SGg2] = SGgearpair(-20,2.5,0,3,0,''); SGTplotalpha(SGgp);view(75,50);

SGremsurfedgepoints:Warning: Duplicate data points have been detected and removed.
 The Triangulation indices and constraints are defined with respect to the
 unique set of points in delaWarning: Duplicate data points have been detected and removed.
 The Triangulation indices and constraints are defined with respect to the
 unique set of points in delaunayTriangulation. 

Design of a gear pair consisting of two bevel gears with herring bone gears

Angle sigma is the angle between the two gear axis! Example 3: Shaft center distance between the two axis is A=20mm, gear ratio is i=2.5, angle between the axis is sigma=90°, height of the gears is
h=5mm, a bore hole is generated with a diameter of di=2mm and herring bone gears are generated (type='v')

cla;[SGgp,SGg1,SGg2] = SGgearpair(20,2.5,90,5,2,'v'); SGTplotalpha(SGgp);view(130,30)

SGremsurfedgepoints:Warning: Duplicate data points have been detected and removed.
 The Triangulation indices and constraints are defined with respect to the
 unique set of points in delaunayTriangulation. 
 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50% 55% 60% 65% 70% 75% 80% 85% 90% 95% 100%Warning: Duplicate data points have been detected and removed.
 The Triangulation indicSGremsurfedgepoints:Warning: Duplicate data points have been detected and removed.
 The Triangulation indices and constraints are defined with respect to the
 unique set of points in delaunayTriangulation. 
 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50% 55% 60% 65% 70% 75% 80% 85% 90%Warning: Duplicate data points have been detected and removed.
 The Triangulation indices and co
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Design of a gear pair consisting of one crown wheel and one spur gear

A value of sigma=-90° for the angle between the two gear axis defines a crown wheel! Example 4: Shaft center distance between the two axis is A=20mm, gear ratio is i=2.5, angle between the axis is
sigma=-90°, which defines the design of a crown wheel.

cla;[SGgp,SGg1,SGg2] = SGgearpair(20,2.5,-90); SGTplotalpha(SGgp); view(-40,20)

SGremsurfedgepoints:Warning: Duplicate data points have been detected and removed.
 The Triangulation indices and constraints are defined with respect to the
 unique set of points in delaWarning: Duplicate data points have been detected and removed.
 The Triangulation indices and constraints are defined with respect to the
 unique set of points in delaunayTriangulation. 
SGremsurfedgepoints:Warning: Duplicate data points have been detected and removed.
 The Triangulation indices and constraints are defined with respect to the
 unique set of points in delaWarning: Duplicate data points have been detected and removed.
 The Triangulation indices and constraints are defined with respect to the
 unique set of points in delaunayTriangulation. 

Design of a gear pair consisting of one gear rack and one spur gear

A negative value for the gear ratio (i<0) defines the design of a gear rack! Example 5: Distance between axis of the spur gear and the base of the gear rack is A=20mm, gear ratio is i=-1.5, which defines
the design of a gear rack. The angle between the axis is sigma=0°. No bore hole is generated (di=0mm) and helical theeth are generated (type='h#')

cla;[SGgp,SGg1,SGg2] = SGgearpair(20,-1.5,0,3,0,'h'); SGTplotalpha(SGgp); view(30,35)

SGremsurfedgepoints:Warning: Duplicate data points have been detected and removed.
 The Triangulation indices and constraints are defined with respect to the
 unique set of points in delaWarning: Duplicate data points have been detected and removed.
 The Triangulation indices and constraints are defined with respect to the
 unique set of points in delaunayTriangulation. 
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Design of a spur gear as example

Specific parameters can be found in the help text.

cla; SGgearSpur; SGplotalpha(ans,'w');  view(-150,35)

ans = 
  Patch with properties:

    FaceColor: 'flat'
    FaceAlpha: 0.9000
    EdgeColor: 'none'
    LineStyle: '-'
        Faces: [3456×3 double]
     Vertices: [1732×3 double]

  Use GET to show all properties
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Design of a internal gear as example

Specific parameters can be found in the help text.

cla; SGgearInternal; SGplotalpha(ans,'w'); view(-150,35)

Design of a bevel gear as example

Specific parameters can be found in the help text.

cla; SG=SGgearBevel; SGplotalpha(SG,'w'); view(-150,35)
t=triangulation(SG.FL,SG.VL);
figure; h=trisurf(t);axis equal; hold on;
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camlight, set(h,'FaceColor','w'); set (h,'EdgeColor','none'); material metal
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Design of a crown wheel as example

Specific parameters can be found in the help text.

cla; SGgearCrownwheel; SGplotalpha(ans,'w'); view(-150,35)
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Design of a gear rack as example

Specific parameters can be found in the help text.

cla; SGgearRack; SGplotalpha(ans,'w'); view(-150,35)

Final Remarks

close all
VLFLlicense

This VLFL-Lib, Rel.  (2023-Oct-03), is for limited non commercial educational use only!
Licensee: Tim Lueth (Development Version)!
Please contact Tim Lueth, Professor at TU Munich, Germany!
WARNING: This VLFL-Lib (Rel. ) license will exceed at 06-Jul-2078 08:46:01!
Executed 03-Oct-2023 08:46:03 by 'timlueth' on a MACI64 using Mac OSX 13.6 | R2023a Update 5 | SG-Lib 5.4
======================================== Used Matlab products: ======================================
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